Thank you very much for your purchase.
To attach you handle please follow the steps below.
1. Assemble the handlebar onto the end of the handle assembly. Do this by first removing the
provided M6 nut and bolt that are on the end of the tube.
2. Slide the handlebar onto the handle assembly and then re-insert and tighten the M6 Bolt. Do
not over-tighten. (There is no front or back – any way you slide it on is fine)
3. Unscrew the Clamp (part #17) from the shipped assembly.
4. Slide the Clamp in the side of the oval hole at the knee pads on your Segway steering stalk.
Please make sure to orient the clamp with the embossed arrow on top facing forward.
5. Attach the handle back onto the clamp with the two M10 screws (part #12) using the provided
keys (part #22). These screws only need to be snug enough to hold the handle to the Segway
without excessive play. This takes very little force to achieve. If you strip or break the keys,
then you made it much too tight. Note: Some customers prefer to glue the keys permanently to
the M10 screws so the handle can be removed at any time. For this reason we have supplied
two keys so that if you choose, you can do so.

Important Note on the function of the handle:
Be sure to not step off the Segway and let go with the handle extended. This will cause the Segway to
run away un-controlled. This is the case with any Segway with any handle. The Mini-plus does have the
ability to correct for this when “follow me” or “remote control” mode is energized on the remote, but
the extra inertia of the extended handle make it very difficult for the Mini-plus to react correctly. For
this reason we have designed the Handle to fold back at a very specific location which puts the balance
point right back where it should be. If you plan to use follow me mode or remote control mode with the
handle attached, please be sure to put it in the folded position.
First time users of the Segway should not use the Segway with the handle. First learn the balance and
function of the Segway “hands free” and “handle free” to get a good feel for the Segway for 5 minutes
or so and then attach and use the handle.
The forward and reverse motion of your Segway still works almost completely with your feet and body
with a leaning motion. The handle should receive very little forward or backward force from the
operator. If you find that you are “flexing” the handle forward or backward, then you are definitely
fighting the function of the Segway.
Having a handle on your Segway allows you to have a much wider (and thus stable) stance since you no
longer have to make contact with your knees. With this handle attached you will likely prefer to hold
this wider stance to avoid unnecessary interference with your knees while steering left/right. Most
riders with the handle place their feet against or almost against the wheel fenders.
Please refer to the following e-mail address for any questions/concerns or warranty claims:
sales@miniplushandle.com
Proudly designed fabricated and sold in USA

